Standard Floor Machine
Designed for professional floor care maintenance including stripping, scrubbing, spray
buffing, polishing, sanding and grinding on hard floor surfaces, along with shampooing
and bonnet cleaning of carpeted floors. They are equipped with cool-running large frame
motors 1 and 1.5 horsepower, with all steel planetary gearboxes. Choose from a broad
range of sizes to meet specific maintenance requirements.

Features:
• Polished aluminum chassis is chip-resistant and corrosion resistant.
• Cam style latch allows operator to adjust handle to any comfortable height, using
either hand or foot.
• Aluminum on/off trigger grips resists impacts. Will not break or bend.
• Safety latch disables machines when not in use.
• Non-marking 5” solid wheels.
• Non-marring bumpers on chassis and motor canopy.
• 50 foot power cord.
• Three year warranty on motor and gearbox. One year on parts and labor.
• Drive brush included.
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Standard Floor Machines
Features:

Cam Style Latch - allows operator to
adjust handle to any comfortable height,
using either hand or foot.

Aluminum Trigger with Safety Latch On/Off trigger grips do not break or bend.
Safety latches disable machine when not
in use.

Heavy Cast Aluminum Chassis with
5” Wheels - Heavy weight chassis is
extremely durable and offers smooth
operation. Includes non-marring bumpers on motor canopy/chassis and nonmarking 5” solid wheels.

Tools & Accessories:

Drive Brush - to hold synthetic
floor pads
13” - B451304
16” - B451604
18” - B451804

20” - B452004
22” - B452204

Scrub Grit II (red) - for scrubbing heavy soil from concrete
floors and surfaces
16” - B701626
18” - B701627

20” - B701628

Pad Driver - holds synthetic
pads securely in position with
plastic barbs

Nylon Showerfeed Brush
- for floor scrubbing and carpet
shampooing

Bassine Scrub Brush excellent for scrubbing concrete
and hard floors

16” - B200283
18” - B200284

13” - B451306
16” - B451606

13” - B451302
16” - B451602
18” - B451802

20” - B200285

Scrub Grit III (blue)- for aggressive scrubbing of concrete surfaces and aggressive stripping
of resilient floors; irregular bristle
length to assure cleaning on uneven surfaces
16” - B700709
18” - B700708

18” - B451806
20” - B452006

20” - B452002
22” - B452202

Solution Tank - attach handle
to convert machine into rug
shampooer
All models- B100094

20” - B700707
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